ABSTRACT Negative selection algorithm (NSA) is an important detector generation algorithm of artificial immune system (AIS). Traditional NSAs randomly generate detectors in the whole antigen space without considering the distribution of self/non-self antigens, therefore it is difficult for detectors to cover the whole antigen space evenly and a seriously time-consuming self-tolerance process is required. Aiming at the problem, we proposed a novel NSA based on antigen space triangulation coverage (ASTC) called ASTC-RNSA. In order to avoid the randomness in traditional NSAs, the proposed algorithm employed Delaunay Triangulation method from computational geometry to divide the self space into simplicial cells, which are utilized to determine the detector positions. Then, the overlaps between simplicial cells and self-antigens are removed to form a set of triangulation coverage areas. Finally, immune detectors which only covered non-self antigens space are generated in each triangulation coverage area. After Delaunay triangulation of antigen space, ASTC-RNSA can directly determine sui detector positions and avoid the time-consuming self-tolerance process of traditional NSAs. The analysis result shows that the time complexity of ASTC-RNSA is reduced from traditional exponential level to logarithmic level. The experimental results on several UCI datasets and artificial datasets show that the proposed algorithm can achieve more than 10 times the detector generation efficiency while maintaining similar detection performance with the most widely used representative typical algorithm, V-Detector.
I. INTRODUCTION
Artificial Immune System (AIS) is inspired by the biological immune system, which has the advantage of self-learning and self-adaptive ability [1] . Negative selection algorithm (NSA) is an important algorithm for AIS to generate immune detectors. It simulates the recognition of biological antibody epitopes to recognize non-self antigens. NSA has been widely employed in the fields of network intrusion detection, mechanical damage detection, disease diagnosis and other pattern recognition applications [5] - [8] .
The original NSA was proposed by Forrest et al. in 1994 [2] . It adopted a binary string representation
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Kok Lim Alvin. mechanism of antigens (samples) and antibodies (detectors) and applied an R-continuous-bit matching rule to evaluate the affinity between antigens and antibodies. In 2003, Ji and Dasgupta [9] extended the NSA and proposed the RealValued NSA (RNSA). In RNSA, the detectors are defined as a set of hyperspheres using tuples {< c i , r i >}, where c i represents the location of the i-th detector in the n-dimensional real valued feature space [0, 1] n , and, r i is the detector radius, such that any antigen near to c i less than r i is covered by the hypersphere and classified as non-self antigen. Each detector in RNSA has a same radius, thus its coverage is limited and a large number of detectors are required to cover the non-self area. In 2009, Ji and Dasgupta improved RNSA using variable detector radius, and proposed V-Detector [10] , in which the radius of each detector was dynamically resized to the nearest self-antigen margin to maximize the detection ranges of the hyperspheres. In 2010, I. Aydin et al. proposed a negative selection algorithm using chaotic maps for parameter selection [11] , which was used to improve the coverage of the negative selection algorithm. In 2012, Tan et al. proposed FtNSA [12] , which reduced self-samples by generating self-detectors covering the self region, reducing computational costs during the test phase and increasing efficiency. In 2014, aiming at the shortcomings of traditional random generation detectors, Zhang and Luo [13] designed a multi-group random seed encoding scheme to represent individuals and different detector generation sequences. In 2015, Fouladvand et al. depicted a highly efficient NSA [14] , which uses Gaussian mixture models to replace traditional affinity metrics and flexible boundaries to generate more efficient detectors. Xiao et al. [30] optimized the sequence of generated detectors with an immune mechanism, and hierarchically generated detectors from long to short distance to decrease the number of detectors. In 2016, Li et al. [17] proposed a boundary-fixed negative selection algorithm based on online adaptive learning mechanism using small sample set for anomaly detection. It divides the feature space evenly into a large number of hypercubes and checks the relationship between every selfantigens and hypercube. Then, in this algorithm, detectors are generated in several hypercubes to avoid random generation of detectors. However, the relationship checks between all self-antigens and hypercube need a serious time cost. In 2017, Yang et al. [22] depicted an antigen space density based real-valued NSA (ASD-RNSA). The paper pointed out that antigens (data samples) distribute sparsely and unevenly in some space, and most of them reside in low-dimensional subspaces. In their algorithm, the antigen subspace is searched according to the antigen density; and then detectors are randomly and independently generated in each subspace. In 2017, Abid et al. [23] designed a layered real-valued NSA (LRNSA). Different layers are formed according to the distance of candidate detectors from the self antigens, and the detectors belonging to far-self layer are generated by clustering optimization method. In addition, the algorithm makes the detectors stay apart from each other in order to maximize the coverage and decrease the number of mature detectors. In 2018, Chen et al. [24] proposed a radius adaptive algorithm (RACO-HDG). In the algorithm, the non-self detectors are generated from an initial small number of self detectors to make hybrid detection. The non-self detector radius threshold of the algorithm is self-adaptive by optimizing the non-self detector center and the generation mechanism. In this way, the number of abnormal detectors is decreased sharply, while the coverage area of nonself detector is increased.
In essence, most of the variations of RNSA have focused on non-self-space coverage [11] , [23] , optimized detector generation [10] , [13] , [22] , and minimized detector overlap [17] . However, the ''generate-discard'' mode has been the only detector generation model since the original NSA was proposed in 1994. These proposed algorithms usually need to randomly generate a large number of candidate detectors even throughout the antigen space. Since each detector center is a point located in the antigen space, the candidate detectors are difficult to distribute in the entire antigen space in a short time, so massive candidate detectors have to be generated in order to cover the whole antigen space with exponential time complexity [19] . In addition, in order to avoid immune selfreaction (detectors cover self area), a large number of overlapping checks between candidate detectors and self antigens are needed, and only those that do not cover any self are reserved. This ''generate-discard'' mode leads to the inefficiency of detector generation.
To avoid discarding after generation this inefficient detector generation approach in traditional NSA, an approach is needed to directly determine the position and coverage of the detector, in the hope of reducing the high cost of time. Therefore, we introduce an important algorithm in computational geometry: Delaunay triangulation algorithm. It was proposed by the Russian mathematician Delaunay in 1934 and is widely used in the construction of data topologies. The algorithm has the following advantages: Given a point set S, the Delaunay triangulation is a particular triangulation, built on the points in S, which satisfy the empty circum-circle property: the circum-circle (-sphere in 3-dimensional space or -hypersphere in n-dimensional space) of each simplicial cell in the triangulation does not contain any input point s ∈ S [3] . Fig.1 briefly depicts the process of generating detectors in our algorithm. Fig.1(a) shows the distribution of data points (small green circles represent self antigens) in the original self antigens S, which was introduced in literature [15] . After being divided by the Delaunay triangulation algorithm, a set of simplicial cells {sc 1 , sc 2 . . . sc 12 } which do not overlap each other are obtained, as shown in Fig.1(b) . In Fig.1(c) , we mark the triangulation coverage areas {tc 1 , tc 2 . . . tc 12 } in different colors. The range of each triangulation coverage area tc is the corresponding simplicial cells sc to remove the overlapping part with self antigens s overlap , tc=sc-s overlap . Fig.1(d) shows the circum-circle of each simplicial cell. According to the Delaunay triangulation principle, each of the simplicial cells {sc 1 , sc 2 . . . sc 12 } does not overlap each other, and the circum-circle of each cell does not contain any input point s ∈ S. Based on this principle, we propose the ASTC-RNSA, which takes the center vector of the circumcircles of each triangulation coverage area as the center vector of the detector. The radius of the detector is R d = R cs -R s , where R cs is the circum-circle radius and R s the self-radius. The blue dotted circles in Fig.1(e) are the circum-circles of each simplicial cells. After subtracting the self-radius R s , solid blue circles are formed, which are the final mature detectors in Fig. 1(f) . It can be seen from Fig. 1(f) that each mature detector does not contain any data points s ∈ S.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows: In our algorithm, it is the first time that the traditional NSA ''generate-discard'' mode is replaced by a definite mode ''triangulation-assignment'', which avoids the randomness and massive self-tolerance test in the detector generation process, thus improving the efficiency and detection performance. After analyzing the distribution structure of antigens in feature space, ASTC-RNSA calculates the triangulation coverage area of antigen space. The center vectors of circumcircle of triangulation cells are used to directly determine the detector positions, and then the coverage area of detector is determined directly by combining circum-circle and self-radius. Therefore, the algorithm is capable of producing fewer detectors in a definite manner to cover the non-self antigen space. In addition, since each generated detector can be directly determined as a mature detector, it avoids the timeconsuming self-tolerance process, in which the candidate detectors must be tested with the whole self-set, thus the performance of detector generation is further improved. Therefore, the number of detectors produced by ASTC-RNSA is far fewer than those of traditional NSAs, and massive detectors' self-tolerance detection is avoided, which greatly improves the detector generation efficiency and detection performance.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The idea and theoretical analysis of ASTC-RNSA are described in detail in Section 2. The experiments are presented in Section 3, and in Section 4, the conclusions are provided.
II. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM: ASTC-RNSA
The negative selection algorithm contains two important steps: tolerance and detection. The tolerance stage is mainly responsible for the generation of detectors, which is also the core of the proposed algorithm. In the detection stage, non-self antigens are detected by mature detectors to detect whether there are abnormalities in the detected objects.
As described above, the traditional NSA generates detectors in a ''random generation-discarding'' manner, which requires generation of a large number of candidate detectors and massive self-reaction tests. In response to this problem, ASTC-RNSA changed the detector generation mechanism of the traditional NSA to determine the antigenic space triangulation coverage area by calculation to obtain the position and range of the detector. Fig. 2 is the algorithmic framework of ASTC-RNSA. Firstly, the training antigens needs to be formatted into the [0, 1] n space. Then the algorithm uses the Delaunay triangulation method to analyze the topology of the training samples and generates a set of simplicial cells (triangles in 2D space and tetrahedrons in 3D space, and so on) {Simplical Cell (1), Simplicial Cell (2) . . . Simplicial Cell(n)}. Employing the Delaunay triangulation algorithm, we can get the circumcircle (-sphere in 3-dimensional space or -hypersphere in n-dimensional space) corresponding to each simplicial cell, thus forming the set of circum-circle (-sphere) {Circum-sphere (1), Circum-sphere (2) . . . Circum-sphere(n)}. In addition, considering that NSA must satisfy the self-tolerance, the coverage of detectors {Hypersphere (1), Hypersphere (2) . . . Hypersphere(n)} must exclude the self. That is, the coverage radius of the detector is the radius of the circumcircle (-sphere) minus the radius of the self, and the center vector is the center vector of the circum-circle (-sphere). Finally, CheckRadius checks whether the generated detector coverage radius is within the range specified by the algorithm input parameters, and if so, the detector becomes a mature detector.
A. ANTIGEN SPACE TRIANGULATION COVERAGE
Antigen space triangulation coverages are regions that do not contain self-antigens in simplicial cells formed by Delaunay triangulation. In other words, it is only non-self space. Therefore, the detectors formed in these areas also naturally cover non-self space. In addition, since the number of simplicial cells formed after triangulation is determined, the number of antigen space triangulation coverages is determined, and the number of detectors generated by antigen space triangulation coverage too. In other words, these simplicial cells are utilized to determine the detector positions. The algorithm avoids the inefficiency caused by the random generation of redundant detectors in traditional NSA. Fig. 3 shows how the antigen space triangulation coverage is produced. We take the 2-dimensional plane as an example. In Fig. 3(a) , there are 5 random self-antigens samples with radius R s , which are triangulated by Delaunay triangulation to form 4 simplicial cells (triangle in 2-dimensional space and tetrahedron in 3-dimensional space, etc.). The Fig. 3(b) shows the way of antigen space triangulation coverage production. On the basis of simplicial cells, by removing the area that the cells overlap with the self-antigens, the antigen space triangulation coverages, which are limited and purposefully covered in the non-self antigen space, are produced, as shown in Fig. 3(b) . These antigen space triangulation coverages are used to generate detectors, which do not cover any selfantigens.
B. THE STEPS OF ASTC-RNSA ALGORITHM
The main steps of ASTC-RNSA are as follows:
where d is the dimension of space.
• Step 2: The training self dataset is triangulated by Delaunay triangulation. After the process is completed, based on the Delaunay triangulation property, a set of simplicial cells SC (triangle in 2-dimensional space and tetrahedron in 3-dimensional space, etc.), which do not overlap and do not cross each other, can be produced and each vertex of simplicial cell is a record of training self dataset. VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 4. The detectors generated from triangulation coverages of antigen space.
• Step 3: As the distances from the center of circle (or sphere) to the spherical points are equal, the circumcircle (-sphere) S of each SC can be calculated. Since the SC is determined, the antigen space triangulation coverage is determined and the hypersphere based on antigen space triangulation coverage too. This step is utilized to determine the detector position and avoid randomly generating center position of detectors in the whole antigen space.
• Step 4: As shown in Fig. 4 , the antigen space triangulation coverage is formed by removing the cell's area where it overlaps with self, so the center of hypersphere (detector) based on antigen space triangulation coverage is the center C of circum-circle (or -sphere) of simplicial cell, and the radius R of detector satisfies the Eq.1. Rcs is the radius of circum-circle (or -sphere) and R s is the radius of self.
If the radius of hypersphere is less than 0, then it is discarded. This step avoids the massive self-tolerance process of traditional NSAs.
• Step 5: If the hypersphere radius is less than R min or greater than R max , it is discarded. R min is the minimum detector radius and R max is the maximum detector radius, which are input parameters needed by the algorithm. At this point, a mature detector is generated, which is the hypersphere, as shown in Fig. 4 .
• Step 6: Finally, all generated detectors D (C, R) are added to the mature detector set Detectors. Detector generation process ends.
1) ALGORITHM PSEUDO CODE 2) CIRCUM-CIRCLE (-SPHERE) SOLVING METHOD
The circum-circle (-sphere) of simplicial cell can be calculated as follows: Each cell formed by triangulation contains n + 1 vertices, {V 1 (x 11 , x 12 . . . the spherical center are obtained by calculating the distance from each vertex to the spherical center equally. With the spherical center and vertices coordinate, the radius of the hypersphere can be calculated, and then the hypersphere can be obtained. As described above, we can use Eq. 2 and Eq. 3 to calculate the spherical center.
C. THE TIME COMPLEXITY
As ASTC-RNSA is divided into two stages, the time complexity can be analyzed separately. One main task of ASTC-RNSA is using Delaunay triangulation to triangulate the training dataset, so we borrow the analysis from Delaunay triangulation to estimate time complexity. The literature [3] proves ), where N s is the size of the training dataset, and d the dimension of the training dataset. The other is the time complexity of detector generation phase. In this phase, mature detectors are generated from antigen space triangulation coverages, so we use size of the mature detectors to evaluate time. As the distances from the center of circle (or sphere) to the spherical points are equal, the circumcircle (or -sphere) of each simplicial cell can be calculated, which time complexity is d 2 .
As mentioned above, the time complexity of ASTC-RNSA is O (N s log N The traditional NSA's time complexity is shown in Table 2 , where P m is the match probability between antigens and detectors, P f the failure rate, N s the size of self dataset, |D| the size of detectors, and d the data dimension. As shown in Table 2 , the time complexity of ASTC-RNSA is much less than the traditional exponential level compared with NNSA, RNSA, and V-Detector [19] .
D. DISTINCTION WITH CLASSICAL ALGORITHMS
ASTC-RNSA alters the generation mechanism of detectors from random and discard mode to analysis and computation mode in which the position and radius of detector can be obtained from triangulation computation. Therefore, ASTC-RNSA can cover more feature spaces with fewer redundant detectors, and time efficiency is better. To show the difference between the working mode of ASTC-RNSA with those of classical NSA algorithms, we made an experiment on a simple toy problem which was introduced in literature [15] in Fig. 5 . The number of mature detectors generated by ASTC-RNSA was significantly decreased from 500 in RNSA and 87 in V-Detector to 8.
III. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION
To determine the performance and possible advantage of ASTC-RNSA, we carried out experiments on 3 synthetic datasets [9] , [19] , [22] and 3 UCI datasets (Skin Segmentation Dataset, Iris Segmentation Dataset, Pima Indians Diabetes dataset) [17] , [20] , [21] . The 3 synthetic datasets (Ring, Cross, Pentagram) proposed by the intelligence security laboratory of Memphis University were introduced in this section and had been imported by many researches to verify the performance of NSA. Based on these datasets, we verified the effectiveness of the algorithm and the detector generation performance compared with RNSA and V-Detector. Our experiments ran on a computer deployed with Intel i7-6700HQ@2.60GHz.
The experiment introduced two general performance evaluation parameters: Detection Rate (DR) and False Alarm Rate (FAR) that have been used in various literatures [17] , [19] , [20] , [22] . In the parameters, TP and FN are the counts of true positive and false negative of non-self antigens respectively, TN and FP represent the number of true negative and false positive of self antigens respectively. They were defined as:
A. EFFECTIVENESS EXPERIMENTS ON SYNTHETIC DATASET
The 2D synthetic datasets contain many different subsets. In this section, the Ring, Cross, and Pentagram datasets were selected to verify the effectiveness of the antibody suppression strategy. The composition of self antigens and non-self antigens in each dataset are shown in Table 3 . The distribution VOLUME 7, 2019 In these group experiments, the self antigens were selected as the training sets, and 4000 non-self antigens were randomly selected as the test sets. For these algorithms, the self-radius was set to 0.01 and expected coverage rate 97%. To visualize the distribution of mature detectors in the 2D space, the experiments were shown in Fig. 7-9 . The experimental results were mainly about DR and detector generation time (DGT).
As shown in Figs. 7-9, on the same datasets, RNSA and V-Detector generate immune detectors randomly and do not consider the sample distribution. It is difficult for detectors to cover the whole antigen space evenly and requires a seriously time-consuming self-tolerance process. This leads to a low efficiency of detector generation and decreases the performance. On the contrary, the ASTC-RNSA avoids the generation of redundant detectors in traditional ''generatediscard'' mode, while working in a definite ''triangulationassignment'' mode, which improves the efficiency of NSA.
B. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON EXPERIMENT ON SYNTHETIC DATASET
In these group experiments, we compared the relationship between detection rate and generation time under different radii and different samples. The group experiments selected Ring synthetic dataset. In these experiments, the expected coverage rates of RNSA and V-Detector were set to 97%. Because of the way they randomly generate detectors, we did 30 consecutive experiments. The following comparisons were made: • Detector generation time and DR in different self radii.
• Detector generation time and DR in different sample sizes.
• Detector generation + detection time and DR in different self radii.
• Detector generation + detection time and DR in different sample sizes. In Fig. 10(a, b) , we randomly selected 2,000 samples, and selected self antigens from it as training dataset and non-self antigens as test dataset. From Fig. 10(a) , it can be seen that as the radius increases, the DR of ASTC-RNSA is always higher than V-Detector, and the detector generation time much less than V-Detector. It shows the superiority of the ASTC-RNSA in the performance of detector generation. The detector generation time of ASTC-RNSA is always kept below 0.05s and the time of V-Detector exceeded 2s. From Fig. 10(b) , we can see that the total time (detector generation time + detection time) of the ASTC-RNSA is still significantly lower than that of V-Detector. In these group experiments, the maximum total time of ASTC-RNSA was 0.84s and the minimum total time of V-Detector 2.8s.
In Fig. 10(c, d) and Tab. IV, we used different sizes of samples to demonstrate the excellent performance of ASTC-RNSA. We randomly selected a specific number of samples, and selected self antigens from them as training dataset and non-self antigens as test dataset. The radius of self radius was set to 0.03. As shown in Fig. 10(c) , even if the ASTC-RNSA has a higher detection rate, the mature detector generation time of ASTC-RNSA is much lower than that of V-Detector. The detector generation time of ASTC-RNSA is always kept below 0.06s while that of V-Detector even exceeds 25s. Seen from the Fig. 10(d) , even ASTC-RNSA algorithm has a higher detection rate, and the total time (detector generation time + detection time) of ASTC-RNSA algorithm is still evidently shorter than that of V-Detector algorithm. In these group experiments, the maximum total time of ASTC-RNSA was 3.8s and the maximum total time of V-Detector over 26s. This, once again, reflects the excellent performance of ASTC-RNSA in detector generation.
Throughout these group experiments, it can be seen that, when the detection rates of the two algorithms are approximately equal (the detection rate of ASTC-RNSA is actually higher), the time of ASTC-RNSA has great advantages.
C. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON EXPERIMENTS ON SKIN SEGMENTATION DATASET
The Skin Segmentation UCI dataset is a random collection of skin image information extracted from numerous facial images, which derives from FERET database and PAL database. The total number of samples of all Skin Segmentation datasets was 245,057, of which 50,859 were Skin samples, and the remaining 194,198 non-Skin samples. The first three dimensions of this dataset represent respectively the three colors of red, green and blue, with its value range of [0, 255] , while the fourth is only used for marking classification. In experiments, we defined the Skin sample as the self data, and the non-Skin sample as the non-self data.
In Fig. 11, 1 ,000 to 10,000 samples were randomly taken from the Skin Segmentation dataset as experimental data to compare and verify ASTC-RNSA's advantage in terms of detector generation when ASTC-RNSA and V-Detector are approximately equal in detection rate. In experiments, the self radius was 0.05, and the coverage rate of V-Detector about 0.999, and the maximum number of mature detectors 10,000. As a random approach was employed to generate detectors in V-Detector, 30 consecutive experiments were executed to verify the efficiency of V-Detector.
In Fig. 11(a) , the detector generation time of ASTC-RNSA is not more than 0.4 seconds, while the minimum detector generation time of V-Detector is about 69.31s and the maximum about 565.80s. At an approximate detection rate, the performance of detector generation of ASTC-RNSA is much faster than that of V-Detector algorithm. In Fig. 11(b) , the generation and detection time of ASTC-RNSA is not more than 10.25s, while the minimum time of V-Detector is about 77.91s and maximum about 646.72s. Seen from the Fig. 11 , ASTC-RNSA has great advantage of detector generation performance compared with V-Detector. In Fig. 12 , 1000 sample data were randomly selected from Skin Segmentation datasets to test detection rate, false alarm rate and detector generation time of V-Detector (0.99 of the coverage rate) and ASTC-RNSA while self radius was set from 0.1 to 0.19. To avoid the randomness of V-Detector, the experiments were repeated 30 times and average results were taken. Throughout these experiments, the detection rate of ASTC-RNSA was higher than that of V-Detector. Meanwhile, the detector generation time of ASTC-RNSA in most experiments was not more than 0.1s, much less than the V-Detector's detector generation time by about 1.0s.
Through various experiments on the Skin Segmentation dataset, it can be seen that ASTC-RNSA has a great advantage over V-Detector in detector generation efficiency. Including sample records from 1000 to 10000, ASTC-RNSA always keeps a constant, very short detector generation time, and the detection rate of ASTC-RNSA is not less than V-Detector rate at all. In experiments of different self radii, ASTC-RNSA keeps less detector generation time and higher detection rate than V-Detector. The false alarm rate of ASTC-RNSA decreases rapidly when the self radius is more than 0.01, and remains as low as that of V-Detector. 
D. EXPERIMENTS ON Iris SEGMENTATION DATASET
To further verify the characteristics of the ASTC-RNSA algorithm, we used the famous benchmark-Fisher's Iris Dataset to compare ASTC-RNSA and other negative selection algorithms. One of the three types of Iris Data is considered as normal data, while the other two are considered as abnormal data. In addition, 50% of various self data were selected as the training data to produce mature detectors. In order to avoid V-Detector randomness, we also carried out 30 consecutive experiments with the same parameters, in order to obtain a more comprehensive and accurate reflection of the characteristics of various algorithms. The experimental self radius ranged from 0.01 to 0.2 and the step was 0.02. V-Detector coverage was set to 0.99.
From Table 5 , compared with other algorithms [17] , ASTC-RNSA always maintains a high detection rate and a lower false alarm rate.
E. PERFORMANCE EXPERIMENTS ON PIMA INDIANS DIABETES DATASET
To verify the algorithm further, we used the UCI dataset-Pima Indians Diabetes Dataset to verify the performance of the ASTC-RNSA algorithm, and compared it with other negative selection algorithms. The dataset is a 9-dimensional dataset, consisting of 8 attributes and a classification tag, covering a total of 768 medical observation data of Pima Indian patients.
In these group experiments, 1 classification mark record was selected as training self antigen, a total of 268 records, and 0 classification mark record as non-self antigens. The ASTC-RNSA and V-Detector algorithms were compared in terms of detector generation time when their detection rates were approximately equal. In these experiments, the radius of these algorithms was set from 0.01 to 0.05, and to make their detection rates approximately equal, the coverage rate of the V-Detector was set to 0.99999. As a random approach was employed to generate detectors in V-Detector, 20 consecutive experiments were executed to verify the efficiency of V-Detector. Fig. 13 shows that, when the detection rates of ASTC-RNSA and V-Detector are approximate, with that of ASTC-RNSA is higher in fact, the detector generation time of ASTC-RNSA is less than that of V-Detector throughout the experiment. ASTC-RNSA detection rate has sustained above 90%, meanwhile V-Detector detection rate is in 80%-90%. In addition, the detector generation time of ASTC-RNSA always keeps less than 800s, and V-Detector's rapidly increases from 1,638s to 16,398s. The experimental results show once again the superiority of ASTC-RNSA algorithm in detector generation time.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The paper proposes a novel negative selection algorithm based on antigen space triangulation coverage, which employs an important method in computational geometry to analyze the topological structure of training dataset. Through antigen space triangulation coverage and its empty circumcircle property of Delaunay triangulation, ASTC-RNSA can generate detectors at more reasonable positions in analysis and computation mode. Therefore, ASTC-RNSA only needs a small number of detectors to cover the same feature space, avoiding massive generation of redundant detectors and self-tolerance computation in classical NSA, which can significantly improve the efficiency of detector generation. Furthermore, a theoretical analysis and experimental results in 3 synthetic datasets and 3 UCI datasets also demonstrate that, compared with the traditional and improved NSAs, the ASTC-RNSA can improve the performance of detector generation by 1000% and does not require preprocessing of the sample data while the detection rate and false alarm rate are approximately equal. 
